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A photon and a pure dark photon

A theory of U(1)emxU(1)X gauge group

L = - ¼ FμνF
μν – ¼ XμνX

μν + Am jmem + Xmj
m
X

A is the usual photon field and X is a new gauge field X and jmem,X currents
X may have or not have a finite mass m2

A XmXm/2

If jmX does not involve with SM particle, X is a photon like particle which 
cannot be probed using laboratory probes – a Dark Photon

Possible to add the following renormalizable and gauge invariant term. 

This kinetic mixing term mixes photon and 
Dark Photon making dark photon to interact 
with SM particle, Dark Photon enlightened!  

Holdom 1986, Foot and He 1991,….

• Focus on the vector portal.

• Assumptions:

• new U(1)x gauge invariance

• unbroken or broken at mx << mz 

• no direct coupling to Standard Model matter

• main connector is gauge kinetic mixing = vector portal

• Dark = Hidden
May or may not be connected to dark matter.

1. Enlighten Dark Photon by Kinetic Mixing



Some basics for Dark Photon

Work with SU(3)CxSU(2)LxU(1)YxU(1)X

Kinetic mixing can happen between U(1)Y and U(1)X

Need to re-write in the canonical form to identify 
physics gauge bosons. (mixing term removed!)

This may generate dark photon to interact with SM Jm
Y
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How to remove the mixing term? 
M He, X-G He, G. Li, arXiv: 1807.00921

Not unique! Examples
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Case a), Redefined X does not couple to jmY is still “dark”

Case b), Redefined X does not couple to jmY is not dark any more, 
but Y does not couple to jmX .

Which one is the correct one to choose?



Work with SM photon and dark photon

Write the above into canonical form requires
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Which one to choose?
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If dark photon is massive, easy to identify

X has a mass to start with: (1/2)mX
2 XmXm 

Example: get a mass from the vev of a scalar S with U(1)X charge but no 
SM charges.

Case b) is more convenient to use, because tilde-A’ already the physical 
massless photon, tilde-Z’ and tilde X’ mixing with each other
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Inconvenient to work with a) although finally one will reach the same interactions 



Summary of constraints on the dark photon mass and coupling

Iten et al, arXiv:1603.0892
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CEPC, FCC-ee

M. He, X-G He, C-K Huang, 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. 
A32(2017)1750138

M He, X-G he, C-K Huang, G 
Li, JHEP 1803(2018)139



“暗光计划”(Dark SHINE)
— New Initiative for Dark Photon search at SHINE
facility

Innovation of Dark SHINE

➢ High rate single electron beam

➢ “Momentum loss”method to use also angular info to
enhance search sensitivity

➢ Being the first experiment in China of this type

➢ Explore the fundamental science potential of SHINE
facility

1
0

➢ SHINE Under Construction：2018 – 2026

➢ High rate single electron Beam：8 GeV，1 MHz， 3x1014 EOT/yr

➢ SHINE Facility：Provide the desired beam line

SHINE LINAC and Dark SHINE Kicker illustration

Dark SHINE Expected 90% C.L. exclusion limits on 
𝜀2 as a function of the dark photon mass

Sci. China-Phys. Mech. Astron., 66(1): 211062 (2023)



2. Dark Photon Kinetic Mixing and W Mass Anomaly
Cheng, He, Huang, Sun, Xing, PRD106(2022)05501,arxive:2004.10154; 2208.06760

Recent CDF II analysis show that the W 
mass is more than SM value 

(Science 376 (2022) 170)

mW = 80,375 (6) MeV

The CDF II values is 7s above SM value!

An anomaly!  
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Needs further more accurate experimental measurements.

Improved SM calculations.   A hint for new physics beyond SM?

Can dark photon model help to explain the W mass anomaly.
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Theoretically, the change of W mass is related to the electroweak 
precision oblique parameters S, T and U as 

originated from tree and loop modifications beyond the SM

Tree level modification              Loop



r-1= 1/（1- aT）
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Introduce a singlet S with vev to give the original X a mass mX
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The above modifications can be recasted into S, T, U parameters



Follow procedure in  
C-P Burgess et al., Phys. Rev. D 50(1994) 7011

Compare our L, we have B = 0, w=0, A=0, and
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S, T, U parameters due to dark photon interaction

To s2 order, we have
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mX > mZ will help to explain the W mass anomaly.

The non-abelian mixing part b is very small and is neglected



Numerical Results
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Naively, not possible to have Abelian-No-Abelian Kinetic 

mixing,           , is not gauge invariant!
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J. Cline and A. Frey, arXiv: 1408.0233; G. Barello abd s. Chang, PRD94(2016)055018
C. Arguelles, X-G He, G. Ovanesyan, T Peng, M Ramsey-Musolf, PLB770(2017)101

3. Non-Abelian Dark Photon Kinetic Mixing



UV completion of kinetic mixing of Abeliand-
NonAbelian gauge field?

Yes, they can be generated at loop level starting from a 
renormalizable theory.

The particle in the loop carry both abelian and non-
abelian charges.

One can even talking about

SU(N) and SU(m) kinetic mixing

Wa
mn YbmnDab

Kinetic mixing between an Abelian and a non-Abelian 
fields should be very common when going beyond SM.



◼ Kinetic mixing can also be induced for 
abelian and non-abelian gauge particles

◼ Effects can be searched at colliders
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4. CP Violating Kinetic Mixing
CP violating kinetic mixing allowed?
K Fuyuto, X-G He, G. Li, M Ramsey-Musolf Phys. Rev.D101 (2020) 075016
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For Abelian kinetic mixing

For Non-Abelian kinetic mixing

x0 vev of S0

Allowed!    There are physical effects. 



A model study

F = Tr(S+S).    
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a1 breaks CP explicitly, x0 breaks CP spontaneously



Physical effects

EDM:
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Mixing between X and Z, 
generates Z weak dipole
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Challenging to measure it. Maybe at super-Z factory (FCCee, CEPC..)

edm q2= 0, so no edm in the usual sense.



We also tried to study collider signature: 

Jet correlations probe effects of 

Unfortunately, although at parton level, the asymmetry can be large, but the 
back ground is to large, very chllenging to observe it experimentally.
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A renormalizable model
Yu Cheng, X-G He, M. Ramsey-Musolf, Jin Sun, PRD 105(2022)095010, arXiv:2104.11563

Generate

by loop to make the model renormalizable! 

Type-III Seesaw come to be a natural extension

Right-handed neutrino f in the loop, non-trivial SU(2) 
representation needed, type-III seesaw,

f = (3,0) (x)  -- new need x non-zero to connect X!
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New particles:  S:(3,0)(0)

f: (3,0)(x)

Anomaly cancellation: f1 (3,0)(xf), f2: (3,0)(-xf), f3: (3,0)(0)

Also for generate a non-zero kinetic mixing.

SX: (1,0) (-2xf)

Seesaw neutrino masses

Need two new Higgs doublet
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Kinetic mixing generated
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Degenerate m1=m2=m12 = m limit:

LHC search, m >900 GeV

Other fermions in the loop.  Scalars in the loop does not work! 

Replacing sind by cosd, one obtains    bx/L



Including
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Consider two cases for illustration

Case I: aXY = 0. CPV determined ~ ~ sind cosd largest ½

Case II: aXY = 10-2  allowed for mX a few tens of GeV



The 3rd one vanishes in this model!
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W mass anomaly again
Cheng, He, Huang, Sun, Xing, PRD106(2022)05501,arxive:2004.10154; 2208.06760

In CP violating Dark photon kinetic mixing, there is also a scalar triple 
contribution to W mass. Tree and Loop contribution from Y=0 triple S

Tree:                                                 Loop:

Both tree and loop can have significant contributions 

to W mass. Can explain W mass anomaly! 
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◼ CP violating kinetic mixing can be induced for 
abelian and non-abelian gauge particles.

◼ Effects can be searched by studying EDM of 
fundamental particles.

◼ Study of the CP violation effects are challenging 
at colliders.

◼ Can help to easy the W mass anomaly problem


